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Pengsheng
welcomes Chilean
blueberries
(l-r) Gonzalo Matamala, general manager of Giddings
Fruit Asia & China, Di Peng and Sebastian Deng,
Pengsheng Industrial partners

Chinese importer received the season�s
first container of Chilean blueberries
sent via sea by Giddings Fruit
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market. During this period the air fruit

“We believe that the fruit will have

“Customers in China can trust we are

was mainly sold at premium retail outlets

positive feedback in the market, due to its
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flavour,” said Matamala.

fruits to your homes,” Matamala said.

Sebastian Deng, partner at the Shanghaibased Pengsheng Industrial, said the
partnership was delivering strong results.

“Moreover, we have started seeing an
upside trend in prices of blueberries in the
Chinese market, due to fewer volumes, so
this fruit arrives at right moment of time.”
While the US still remains the main
destination for Chilean blueberry
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